AUGUST 2021

BULLETIN
We hope you are happy and heathy! It has been a
challenging time for us all and, for the team at Focusbug, a very busy one. As most of you know, in addition to a
rigorous manufacturing schedule, we are developing new rmware, designing new products; and building valuable
integration with popular lens control systems. That said, we want to take an opportunity to say hello and offer a
quick review of what we have been working on and what is coming soon.

Dear FOCUSBUG COMMUNITY,

COMING SOON: V.21 FIRMWARE
Based on your valuable feedback we have focused on user experience improvements by making a host of
re nements to menu operations, display formatting and system alerts. We have also made it our mission to rework
core algorithms of the Range nder to improve data speed and stability. It has been our pleasure to work recently
with several LCS manufacturers to provide faster (uni-directional) serial protocol speeds, with the highlight being bidirectional communications with the new Arri Hi-5 LCS. V.21 will be released soon and will be available on our
website at: https://www.focusbug.com/downloads (PRG-100 required, details below.)

- ENHANCED RANGEFINDER DSP with MULTI-PING MODE
Core data gathering and processing has been reworked. The System now tracks sample to sample changes in
target acceleration and uses that data to improve overall responsiveness. Additionally, at closer distances, the
Range nder will automatically ping twice consecutively and use both subject readings in its calculations. The net
result is a more responsive and stable Range nder! If you prefer to stay with the original, no worries; Old School
Mode is there for you. The improved data is key to the function of the LCS Focus Tracking Menu detailed below.

- CUSTOM LCS SERIAL PROTOCOLS
We have teamed up with engineers at ARRI (c motion), Heden and Teradek RT to design and deliver faster serial
protocols (with Preston’s faster protocol for third party-devices already an option). You can now select a Serial
Output designed to ensure your lens control system receives data optimized for that system. Custom protocols will
be available for the Hi-5, WCU-4, Ymer-3, c pro (plus) and Teradek RT (MDR.X) lens control systems.
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- LCS FOCUS TRACKING MENU

The LCS Focus Tracking Menu provides several DSP settings to optimize the Focus Tracking or Autofocus function of
your lens control system. The new LCS serial protocols, combined with custom Latency Compensation speci cally
designed for each system, work to ensure lag is minimized when Focus Tracking is engaged. See the results of our
earlier tests with the Heden Ymer -3 LCS* here: https://www.focusbug.com/focustracking.
The tests were
performed using the Cine RT BUG Tx as a source. New footage is coming soon to demonstrate the good results of
the LCS Focus Tracking Menu settings with the WCU4, c pro and Teradek RT systems.

- ROTATABLE TAPE MODE

One of the major display improvements is a rotatable Tape Mode View. Simply push the Rotate touch key to
change the screen to the desired viewing orientation when pointing the Handset Ultrasonic Sensor toward Base
Sensor - The rotation easily adjusts for working on either side of your camera!

- BLUE SOURCE TWO in 2X VIEW MODE
Source Two in 2x View Mode is now blue in order to easily de ne it from Source One. Why
blue? Beta testing revealed that blue has superior visibility to other colour options on the
Handset’s native LCD touch screen. Overall we found blue contrasts nicely to the green of
Source One.

- MOS MODE with MAX-PING
MOS MODE is accessible through the Sonic Saver (“Soundguy”)
Icon in Volume Modes. Unlike Sonic Saver, MOS Mode will not
impress your “friends” in the Sound Department. Use it in situations
where very loud background noise like playback or fans are
overpowering the Cine RT’s ultrasonic operations.
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An adjustable Noise Floor called “MOS Value” sloughs off any
signals below that value. In short, the higher the noise oor, the less
unwanted readings get through. The Range nder always pings at
maximum volume in MOS MODE, so de nitely not appropriate
shooting with sync sound, but great for stunts and music videos, etc.

- HARDWARE & SOFTWARE INFO PAGES

We’ve added three information pages to display your Cine RT System’s hardware and software settings. These
pages are easily accessed through an “INFO” touch key in System Settings, so you can quickly review current
Firmware Versions, Pairing Codes, RF Channels, Serial Output, Currently Selected Settings and more. The pages will
assist when troubleshooting by providing all your system info in one place - particularly useful when talking with a
team member at Focusbug HQ!

- START-UP COMMS INFO
In V.21, your System’s Pairing Code (System ID), RF Channel (1-8) and Protocol Id (A or B) are displayed in the LED
window or on the LCD screen of each component when they are turned on. This feature will help when a
component is mis-aligned in relation to the other system components - You will quickly be able to ascertain which
setting needs to be adjusted for system communications to resume.

- RF SPECTRUM ANALYSER
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We’ve added a basic RF Spectrum Analyzer, primarily so you can see if your remote lens control system channels
are getting stomped on by RF traf c in the vicinity. Scan RF Mode remains to give a useful snapshot of the RF Traf c
on each Cine RT channel.

- ROUNDED METRIC UNITS
Limits, Lockout, Cross-Over (“XO”) and BUG Offset metric increments have been changed to rounded increments:
Limits & Lockouts are now set to 10cm increments under 2m and 20cm increments above 2m. XO sets to 10cm
increments above 1m…. A little love note to the European users in the Community!

- MISCELLANEOUS
• FPO Fine Now Standard: 1/4” and 5mm Film Plane Adjustment increments are now standard in FPO Menu.
• Limits/Lockout Imperial Increment Adjustment: User friendly 3” Limit or Lockout Adjustments up to 10’ and 6” to
20’.

• “RF” Alert Added: When Base Sensor power is lost or when RF range between the Base Sensor and Handset is
surpassed, the Handset and High-Bright now ashes “RF” instead of “NT”. “NT” alert is still displayed when
there are no detectable targets within the Range nder’s range.

• High-Bright 100’ Roll-Over: High-Bright now displays 1’ increments over 100’.
• User De ned Near Limit Default: Allows the user to set their own Near Limit Default for situations where a
particular camera build is in use, etc.

• Noise Floor Adjustment Alert: A warning displayed on the Handset if the noise oor has changed from default.
Reverts to Cine RT Baseline on shutdown unless a new Default is set via Set Default touch key.

• Marks View Sleep Hot-Key: To save power, a long press to Settings Menu touch key puts the Handset to sleep.
• “Scanning” Alert in RF Scan: Clearly indicates when the Cine RT is scanning channels for RF traf c. Users can
now press and hold the alert if they want to abort the scan.

• Laser Enable Moved To Advanced Settings: To disable the Base Sensor Targeting Laser, users can now nd the
setting in Advanced Settings.
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THE RETROFIT & PROGRAMMER

Some users may not want the modi cation. For users connecting to an LCS with Cine RT integration, uploading new
rmware will likely become mandatory to take advantage of any new features. ALL CORE CINE RT SYSTEM
FIRMWARE IS FREE! For details and pricing please go to: https://www.focusbug.com/retro t

When paired with the PRG-100 System Programmer, the Retro t will enable users to update rmware remotely. The
Programmer connects your Cine RT components to your computer via professional Lemo hardware. Easy-to-use
drag and drop upload software for Mac and PC will be available soon from the Focusbug website Downloads
page.
For warranty reasons, the Retro t must be performed at Focusbug HQ in Vancouver, Canada. We have opened a
Retro t Queue and are accepting systems according to a regular monthly intake schedule. After you place an order
we will contact you when an opening becomes available. To effectively service all clients, we must handle orders in
the order received. The Retro t process takes approx. 3 weeks door to door. If you are unable to send your
System at the time you are contacted, we will keep your order active and check in with you each month thereafter
until you are ready. To order the Retro t please use this link: https://www.focusbug.com/retro t-order-form

THE RF FLY TX/RX & ANCHOR MODE
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RF Fly Sensor on Base
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RF Fly Sensor on Base
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In anticipation of V.21 Firmware, third-party LCS compatibility and future system expansion products (see the FLY
below); we are offering an elective Data and Accessory Port Retro t and a Firmware Programmer. If you
purchased your system after Q2/2020, you will have these connector ports. For customers who bought their system
before the new hardware became standard; we designed the elective Retro t to be backward compatible for all
Cine RT Systems.

We are excited to announce the beta testing release of the RF FLY. The FLY
is a Radio Frequency Transmitter/Receiver Kit that takes advantage of Ultra
Wide Band Technology to obtain readings of long range targets. The FLY
can transmit through all fabric materials and glass, and is a viable tool for
many applications. Like the Ultrasonic BUG, the RF FLY must adhere to line
of sight rules and cannot penetrate solid surfaces like walls, etc.
We have discovered that the best application of the FLY is to use it in
conjunction with the Range nder. We have implemented this relationship
through “Anchor Mode”. Under 40’ (12.1m), Anchor Mode seamlessly
alternates between RF and ultrasonic sources; each sending data in full
resolution to ensure the best readings from each technology.

Ultrasonic BUG Tx & RF FLY

Many in the Focusbug Community have asked if the FLY is a solution to
shortcomings of the current BUG and the answer is both yes and no. Because the two transmitters each possess
their own unique innate technological strengths, the FLY does not simply surpass the BUG as a transmitter option.
While the FLY has greater range and penetration capabilities; the BUG’s consistently stable data has proven to offer
better general purpose results for both reference info and focus tracking. We understand that for most users the
desire is for solid distance reference data to support their manual abilities; however, we also aim to deliver the best
possible results when pairing either transmitter with an LCS that supports focus tracking.
We have worked hard with our partners Sharpeye Systems of Finland to integrate their RF hardware with the Cine
RT System. We feel the FLY will be valuable as a long distance reference device, with Anchor Mode offering the
best data at closer range. The release of the FLY will be dependent on the ndings and feedback of the Focusbug
Community members beta testing it. We will release a report to the community on the ndings soon!
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Hi-5 Cine RT System SUPPORT

We can nally discuss our integration with ARRI new Hi-5 lens control system! For several years we have been in
collaboration with Arri to implement bi-directional communications between the Cine RT System and the Hi-5. The
results of that work will be available with the release of the Arri Focusbug License in Q4/21.
Hi-5 Focusbug Support FAST FACTS:

• Hi-5 users will require a Focusbug License to take advantage of the bi-directional relationship with the Cine RT
System.

The Focusbug License will be available from Arri at a currently advertised price point of 300 EUR.

• The main implementation includes a suite of commonly used tools, speci cally FPO, Sensitivity, Field Of View,

Limits and Lockout. The integration does not mean users do not require the Cine RT Handset. All Cine RT speci c
system settings and operations will still require access via the Handset.

• The Hi-5 will display and graphically track two Cine RT sources simultaneously.
• The Hi-5 will automatically receive and store marks from Tape Mode as collected normally via the Cine RT
Handset. This is one of our favourite features!

• Arri will support Cine RT integration via the LCUBE; however, we have been advised that the LCUBE will require
an update. This update will include the implementation of faster data rates to support more advanced serial
protocols and will be useful to all users. We do not have details about availability yet.

• The RIA-1 is the latest serial interface to the Hi-5 and a new serial cable and Y cable will be available from
Focusbug to be used with this product. We are expecting the RIA-1 will support the fastest data rates.

For more information please visit ARRI at: https://www.arri.com/en/camera-systems/electronic-control-system/hi-5
For community info on the Hi-5 please visit: https://www.focuspulleratwork.com/forum/_arri/the-arri-hi-5megathread

SUPPLY CHAIN ISSUES & LEAD TIMES
“The pain is not con ned to the car industry, for the shortage spans all sorts of chips, from the expensive, high-tech devices that
power smartphones and data centres to the simple sensors and microcontrollers that have become a vital commodity, scattered
across everything from cars to washing machines, and often costing just a few cents each.” - The Economist
Unfortunately, the Cine RT System appears to fall somewhere between cars and washing machines and we too are
suffering from supply chain shortages. Please be aware that currently, due to a combination of high demand and
parts shortages, we are currently sold out of systems.
Recently, we have had some good news that will soon see us back on track. In the meantime, we have doubled
down on rmware testing, product development and supporting our existing client-base with the Retro t and
accessories.
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Although our shop is currently running at a reduced capacity, we are here to service the community as parts
availability permits. Please be assured, (and please assure others) that our manufacturing will be up and running
soon.

FOCUSBUG OFFICE
In closing, we are excited to announce the expansion of our team to include Verdella, our new Of ce Manager!
Verdella is available to help you and direct your questions. She can be reached at: focusbugof ce@gmail.com
As always, you can reach Laird at sales@focusbug.com and Jon at support@focusbug.com.
We are based in Vancouver, BC, Canada and our of ce hours are Monday to Friday, 9 AM to 5PM, Paci c
Standard Time.
Be well and talk to you soon!
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- Laird, Jon and Verdella

